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The Globe

The Globe
Imagine you are flying around in
space. You look down and see a
big round ball. It is the earth.

0
r

•

•

•

A model of the earth is called a globe.
It is a round map that shows land and
water. It uses colors to show which is
the land and which is the water.

Directions: Unscramble the letters below to find out the colors that are used

on the globe .
Land is ____________
Water is___________

erg e n
I u b e

Color the land on the globe green.
Color the water on the globe blue.
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It's a Round World
Use these maps with
pages 254 and 255.

Arcti-c Ocean

Atlantic
Ocean

Pacific
Ocean

U

Indian
Ocean

Antarctica
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It's a Round World
The picture of the globe on page 253 shows both halves of the world. It shows
the large pieces of land called continents. There are seven continents. Find
them on the globe.

Directions: Write the names of the seven continents.

1. _______________________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________________
4. _______________________________________________________
5. _______________________________________________________

6. _______________________________________________________
7. _______________________________________________________

There are four bodies of water called oceans. Find the oceans on the globe.
Write the names below.
1. _______________________________________________________

2. ______________________~_______________________________
3. _______________________________________________________

4. _______________________________________________________
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A Global Guide
Use the globe on page 253, Read the clues below, Write the answers on the
lines, Then, use the numbered letters to solve the riddle at the bottom of the
page,
1, This direction points up,
2

22

3

5

6

2, This direction points down,
4

3, This direction points right,

--

-- ----

9

10

7

8

4, This direci-ion points left,

5, This ocean is west of
l\Jorth America,

-11

-- --

--

-- -- --

--

--

----

12

--

13

14

6, This ocean is south of Asia,
15

17

16

7, This ocean ,is east of
South America,
18

19

20

21

Riddle: What does a globe do?

-- --

6

15

4

11

-15

---21

8

II

--

---5

-----13

5

-- --

12

10
22

22

2

-5

-- -21

-- -- -- -11

19

14

17

16

-7

-18
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Land and Water
Directions: Use the map below plus a wall map to do this activity.

Write the name of each continent in the correct blank.
1. __________________________ 5. _______________________
2. __________________________ 6. _______________________
7. _______________________
3.
4.

Write the name of each ocean in the correct blank.
A. __________________________ C. _______________________

B. __________________________ D. _______________________
Use crayons or markers to follow these directions.
1. Color Australia green.

5. Color North America red.

2. Color Europe yellow.

6. Color South America brown.

3. Color Africa orange.

7. Color Asia purple.

4. Color Antarctica blue.
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Color My World
Is it a city, state, country, continent or body of water? Color each box
according to the Color Key. Use an atlas for help.
Color Key

city-orange

state- green

water-blue

continent-purple

country-yellow

Atlantic Ocean

India

Colorado

Miami

Peru

Antarctica

Lake Michigan

Hawaii

New Orleans

Spain

Europe

Gulf of Mexico

Vermont

Phoenix

Japan

Paris

East China Sea

Egypt

Wyoming

Sweden

Africa

London

Hudson Bay

Connecticut

Greece

Minnesota

South America

Dallas

Oakland

Great Salt Lake

Argentina

Arctic Ocean

North America

Canada

Chicago

Arkansas

Lake Victoria

Iowa

Asia

Venezuela

Lima

Persian Gulf

Mexico

Moscow

Pacific Ocean

Maryland

Cincinnati

Brazil
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Where in the World Is...
What is your global address? It's more than
your street, city, state and ZIP code.
What would your address beif you wanted
to get a letter from a friend living in outer
space?
Use an atlas, encyclopedia, science book or
other source to complete your global address.
Inter-Galactic Address Book
Name
Street
County or Parish
State or Province
Country
Continent
Hemisphere _ _ _~_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
Planet
Galaxy

Draw an X to mark the approximate place where you live.
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Where in the World?
Refer to the globe on page 253, a real globe or a world map, Find the seven
continents and four oceans, Now, you are ready to make your own globe
using '~his page and pages 261 and 263,

Directions:
1, Cut out all the continent and ocean labels,
2, Glue them where they belong in the boxes on the maps on pages 261
and 263,
3, Cut out all of '~he map
circles along the outer
lines,
4, Fold each circle in half
along the dotted line,
Keep the map side on the
inside,
5, Be sure to keep the
numbers on the circles at
the top, Glue the back of
the right half of circle 1 to
the back of the left half of
circle 2,

oc

OOOG)

6, Glue the back of the right
half of circle 2 to the back
of the left half of circle 3,
7. Glue the back of '~he right
half of circle 3 to the back
of '~he left half of circle 4.
8. Complete the globe by
gluing the back of the
right half of circle 4 to the
back of the left half of
circle 1,
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